Analogy 2  Level 1

Directions: Choose the word on the right that best expresses a relationship similar to that of the original pair.

A rose is a kind of flower. A hammer is a kind of tool.

Example:

#) DARK : LIGHT

| LITTLE: | A. angry | B. big | C. rainy |

1) NICE : MEAN

| SHORT: | A. tall | B. orange | C. angry |

2) KNIFE : METAL

| PILLOW: | A. cloth | B. wood | C. glass |

3) ANGER : FEELING

| SISTER: | A. man | B. book | C. sibling |

4) JAZZ : MUSIC

| PAINTING: | A. song | B. art | C. dog |

5) PEN : WRITE

| RULER: | A. measure | B. eat | C. feel |

6) GENIUS : SMART

| IDIOT: | A. mad | B. stupid | C. cold |

7) DOORKNOB : DOOR

| KEY: | A. keyboard | B. water | C. kitchen |

8) BEACH : SAND

| FOREST: | A. trees | B. math | C. students |

9) LETTUCE : VEGETABLE

| APPLES: | A. house | B. music | C. fruit |

10) TUB : BATHROOM

| STOVE: | A. mountain | B. car | C. kitchen |
Answers and Explanations

1) **A**
   Nice is the opposite of mean. Short is the opposite of tall. Therefore (A) is correct.

2) **B**
   A knife is made out of metal. A pillow is made out of cloth. Therefore (B) is correct.

3) **C**
   Anger is a type of feeling. A sister is a type of sibling. Therefore (C) is correct.

4) **B**
   Jazz is a type of music. Painting is a type of art. Therefore (B) is correct.

5) **A**
   A pen is used to write. A ruler is used to measure. Therefore (A) is correct.

6) **B**
   A characteristic of a genius is to be smart. A characteristic of an idiot is to be stupid. Therefore (B) is correct.

7) **A**
   A doorknob is part of a door. A key is part of a keyboard. Therefore (A) is correct.

8) **A**
   A beach has lots of sand. A forest has lots of trees. Therefore (A) is correct.

9) **C**
   Lettuce is a type of vegetable. Apples are a type of fruit. Therefore (C) is correct.

10) **C**
    A tub can be found in a bathroom. A stove can be found in a kitchen. Therefore (C) is correct.